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Abstract
Exploratory variability is essential for sensory-motor learning, but it is not known how and at what
time scales it is regulated. We manipulated song learning in zebra finches to experimentally
control the requirements for vocal exploration in different parts of their song. We first trained
birds to perform a one-syllable song, and once they mastered it we added a new syllable to the
song model. Remarkably, when practicing the modified song, birds rapidly alternated between
high and low acoustic variability to confine vocal exploration to the newly added syllable. Further,
even within syllables, acoustic variability changed independently across song elements that were
only milliseconds apart. Analysis of the entire vocal output during learning revealed that the
variability of each song element decreased as it approached the target, correlating with momentary
local distance from the target and less so with the overall distance. We conclude that vocal error is
computed locally in sub-syllabic time scales and that song elements can be learned and crystalized
independently. Songbirds have dedicated brain circuitry for vocal babbling in the anterior
forebrain pathway (AFP), which generates exploratory song patterns that drive premotor neurons
at the song nucleus RA (robust nucleus of the arcopallium). We hypothesize that either AFP
adjusts the gain of vocal exploration in fine time scales, or that the sensitivity of RA premotor
neurons to AFP/HVC inputs varies across song elements.

Introduction
Learning to perform motor actions such as throwing darts or continuous actions such as
performing a dance involves a trade-off between two motor requirements: exploration in
order to find motor states that can efficiently produce a desired outcome and consolidation
of the performance when such outcome is reached. For example, when learning to throw
darts, the initial exploratory variability of throws is usually high (Muller and Sternad, 2009).
As performance improves and darts hit closer to the target, the throws will stabilize. So, the
variability of the action should decrease when average performance is closer to the desired
goal (namely, the variance decreases with the bias). However, in learning of continuous
actions, such as dancing, where performance can be evaluated locally, different parts of the
action might impose conflicting requirements: while some parts may require exploratory
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variability other parts may require stabilization if they are already close to the target (Doya,
2000). In other words, the desired trade-off between exploration and stabilization might vary
across segments of the continuous action. This conflict does not exist in the learning of goal-
directed actions where the outcome of the action can only be evaluated globally. How can
conflicting demands for variability and stability in different parts of the action be satisfied
during learning of continuous actions? A possible solution would be to segment the action
into parts where variability could be regulated locally so that exploration can be confined
predominantly to those parts of the action that need to change most (i.e., based on the local
bias, Doya, 2000).

Here we examine how exploratory variability is regulated during developmental learning of
continuous actions, using birdsong as a model. Songbirds are capable of performing
complex and stereotyped songs learned by imitation of other birds (Immelmann, 1969;
Slater, 1983). In the laboratory, birds can be trained to imitate various song playbacks
(Adret, 1993; Lipkind and Tchernichovski, 2011) while recording the entire vocal output
(Tchernichovski et al., 2000, 2004). In zebra finches (Taeniopygia guttata), song learning
starts at about day 30 post-hatch, and by day 100 the song becomes stereotyped
(crystallized). In juvenile birds, variable song patterns are generated by a dedicated brain
circuitry, the anterior forbrain pathway (AFP) (Olveczky et al., 2005; Aronov et al., 2008),
and variability is used for vocal exploration (Andalman and Fee, 2009, Charlesworth et al.,
2011). Lesions of AFP prevent song learning (Bottjer et al.,1984; Scharff and Nottebohm,
1991; Brainard and Doupe, 2000; Haesler et al., 2007) and result in extremely stereotyped
performance (Scharff and Nottebohm, 1991;Olveczky et al., 2005). During song
development, neural control gradually shifts to a second vocal center, HVC (used as proper
name, Aronov et al., 2008), which generates extremely accurate and sparse
electrophysiological activity resulting in highly stereotyped song patterns (Hahnloser et al.,
2002; Kozhevnikov and Fee, 2007). Thus as HVC takes over the control of song production,
acoustic variability decreases until the song becomes fully stereotyped, with some residual
(but nevertheless functional) variability originating from AFP (Tumer and Brainard, 2007;
Aronov et al., 2008; Andalman and Fee, 2009).

We used two approaches to test if birds can selectively regulate the gain of vocal exploration
in different parts of their song. In our first experiment we manipulated song learning to
impose conflicting demands for exploration and stabilization in different parts of the song.
In the second experiment we analyzed the development of song syllables in order to
investigate the relationship between exploratory variability and vocal error at sub-syllabic
time scales.

Materials and Methods
Animal care

All experiments were conducted in agreement with USNIH guidelines and were reviewed
and approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of City College of New
York, City University of New York. Zebra finches were bred in family cages. Fathers were
removed when clutch mates were 7–8 days old or less, and thereafter birds were raised by
their mothers and were not exposed to songs. On day 30–32 post-hatch, male birds were
individually isolated in sound-attenuation chambers.

Altered training procedure
All birds were tutored with operant song playbacks from day 43 to 90 days post hatch, as
described in Tchernichovski et al., 1999. Two birds were trained with playbacks of a
naturally occurring song throughout the experiment. All other birds were trained using
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altered training procedure (Lipkind and Tchernichovski, 2011): birds were trained
sequentially with two song models (“source” and “target”, Fig 1A, B). Source and target
song models for training were composed from natural syllables. Twenty-eight birds were
trained with playbacks of the source song starting from day 43 post-hatch. The source song
was composed of a single, complex song syllable (syllable A) repeated in a short bout
(AAAA…). Singing behavior was recorded continuously and songs were analyzed daily to
determine if the source model was imitated. For birds that learned the source before day 63
(n=15), we switched their training to playbacks of the target song (ABAB…) and other birds
were excluded since switching training after this age can rarely lead to imitation of the
altered song target. In six of the birds that successfully imitated the ABAB model, the added
syllable (B) was composed of a non-modulated harmonic stack (see Fig. 1A), and the
remaining four birds were trained with a broadband, highly modulated syllable (B').

Analysis groups
Analysis of altered target training was performed on the six birds that performed a
recognizable imitation of the target ABAB model and on the four birds that performed a
recognizable imitation of the AB'AB' target (overall n = 10 birds). Analysis of intra-syllabic
events was performed using one syllable per bird: we analyzed the imitation of syllable A
(the source song) in a sample of six birds trained by altered-training procedure described
above, and also in two birds trained with playbacks of a naturally occurring song model,
using the one complex song syllable from each (overall n = 8 birds). Having six repeats of
the learning of the same syllable allowed us to compare the learning of specific intra-
syllabic song elements across birds. Results from the 11 intra-syllabic song elements in the
two birds that were trained with a natural song model were used to further validate the
generality of the effect across syllable types.

Song recording and features calculation
We audio recorded (16 bit, 44.1kHz) each bird continuously from day 32 to day 90 post-
hatch using Sound Analysis Pro 1.4 (Tchernichovski et al., 2000). Recording epochs
containing songs were automatically identified and saved, and song features (amplitude,
pitch, Wiener entropy, etc.) were computed as in Tchernichovski and Mitra (Tchernichovski
and Mitra, 2004). Multitaper spectral analysis was performed (two tapers were used with
bandwidth parameter = 1.5) with time windows of 10 ms, advancing in steps of 1 ms such
that song features were computed for every millisecond (Tchernichovski et al., 2000).
Syllable boundaries were identified using a stationary threshold of sound amplitude.

Sampling of song data
For all daily measures, we sampled the entire singing output from the latest third of the daily
singing activity to avoid the often strong oscillations in song structure during the morning
singing (Derégnaucourt et al., 2005).

Detection of syllable types
Once the raw sound data was segmented to syllables, we summarized the acoustic structure
of each syllable by computing syllable features: duration, mean frequency, mean Wiener
entropy, etc. Syllable features can be displayed in a scatter plot as in Fig. 1C. Some of the
data points in the scatter plots represent calls and cage noise whereas others represent song
syllables. In the adult bird, song syllables form distinct clusters that correspond to syllable
types. These types often appear during early stages of song learning and can be tracked over
song development, as shown for the two syllable such types, A and B (and B'), in Fig. 1C.
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We detected syllable types semi-automatically by the Sound Analysis Pro clustering
procedure, using a hierarchical nearest-neighbor clustering algorithm (Tchernichovski and
Mitra, 2004). Starting from the endpoint (day 100 post hatch) the procedure automatically
recognizes the clusters, and those are tracked one by one backwards in time, until the cluster
is no longer detectable (confirmed by visual inspection). The time of appearance of a new
cluster (such as syllable B in this case) is the first time when a syllable type can be
recognized by our tracking procedure. For all 10 birds trained with the altered-target training
we visually confirmed the day of appearance of cluster B. The back-tracking is done in steps
of 5000 syllables continuously over the entire singing records. In each step the user observes
the clusters and confirms that the cluster is clearly visible with no detectable residuals.
During early development clusters are larger and less dense, and therefore thresholds for
cluster detection needed occasional adjustments. To confirm that this does not introduce
artifacts scatter plots were observed as movies (DVD maps, Tchernichovski and Mitra,
2004) with each cluster displayed with a different color, to confirm by visual inspection that
clusters are robust and consistently identified. In cases when identity of clusters was
inconsistent we repeated the tracking from the day inconsistency started. Clustering and
back-tracking was relatively easy in the altered-target training since the two syllables A and
B were chosen to be very distinct in their features.

Distance and variability estimates
In general, performance error has two components, performance variance, and performance
bias. In figure 1C, the size of the blue cluster corresponds to the performance variability.
The distance between the center of the blue cluster and the target (`+' symbol) corresponds
to the performance bias, and we will refer to it hereafter as the `distance'. The term `vocal
error' was used in the abstract and discussion only as a generic, non-technical term, when
referring to developmental changes in the Euclidean distances from the target.

In this study we test if variability is modulated locally in song-time, and if bias and
variability correlate better (in developmental time) when they are computed relative to the
target that is locally defined in song-time. In other words, we want to test if performance
variability is associated with the local similarity to the target. A major challenge in
variability estimations is that our measures might be affected by non-stationarities in the
bias, due to the natural course of learning and due to diurnal oscillations in song structure.
As elaborated in the sections below, we used three approaches to reduce such effects: first,
we excluded the morning songs (when most diurnal oscillations occur) from the calculation
of daily estimates. Second, we computed our estimates in relatively small windows of 50
consecutives renditions, and only then we averaged those estimates over each day. Third, we
removed trends from the data of each window prior to computing distance and variability.

Variability across renditions for whole-syllable features (SDsyll)
We investigated variability at the entire syllable level using four syllable features: duration,
mean Wiener entropy, mean goodness of pitch, and mean-frequency. The units of syllable
features were normalized to units of median absolute deviation (MAD) based on the
distribution of those features across a large sample of zebra finch songs (Tchernichovski et
al., 2000).

where  represents a vector containing the collection of feature values. Normalization
allows us to pull variability estimates across syllable features to obtain a single variability
measure.
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To assess variability of syllable features across renditions of each syllable type (as defined
above) we computed standard deviations in small windows of 50 consecutive renditions.
This window size was determined empirically as large enough for computing robust
estimates of central tendencies and variability, but small enough to minimize noise due to
daily oscillations and other non-stationarities.

In each window, we computed mean syllable features for each syllable captured by the
feature value xwsfj of feature f, for syllable type s, at sample j, within the window w. Because
the measurements of variability could be affected by daily shifting of the means, we
removed the linear trend using the Matlab detrend () function,

where  is a de-trended version of this vector ( ) for syllable s in window w for the
syllabic feature f.

For each syllable type s, and feature f we then obtained a daily estimate of variability across
50 repeats and averaged across all windows taken from the last third of a day

Across the four syllable features our daily estimate of variability for each syllable type is
then

Distance of syllable-features from the target (Distsyll)
For the analysis at the whole syllable level we were only concerned with mean features
across the entire syllable. Thus, the mean syllable distance from the target (song model
syllable) was computed as the Euclidian distance of scaled syllable features from the model
(Tchernichovski et al., 2000), using daily estimates by syllable type. For each syllable type
s, syllable-feature f, and a target syllable Tsf (the syllable-feature value in the corresponding
song model syllable) we then obtained a daily estimate of the Euclidean distance

where W is the number of windows per day. Across the four syllable features our daily
estimate of the Euclidean distance for the target is
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Note that Distsyll is an estimate of the overall bias from the target.

Detection of intra-syllabic events
Much of our analysis was based on detecting significant time events within syllables during
song development. This allowed us to track variability and Euclidean distances from the
song model at the sub-syllabic level. Empirically, we found that, among several features,
Wiener entropy is the first feature to show consistently identifiable transitions within a
syllable. We therefore looked at the distribution of local minima in Wiener entropy curves
within a syllable throughout song development. Wiener entropy is a measure of the width of
the power spectrum and ranges between zero for white noise and negative values, usually
between −3 to −8, for pure tones and harmonic stacks (Tchernichovski et al., 2000). A
Wiener entropy local minimum represents a moment within the syllable where the
concentration of spectral energy reaches a local peak – this corresponds to moments where
harmonic stacks or pure tone events are most clearly defined (see Fig. 2 A, B).

Usually, within 2–4 days after a syllable type emerges (i.e., after the emergence of a visible
cluster in the space of syllable features, Fig. 1C), minima of Wiener entropy become
consistent across renditions of the syllable type. For each bird, we sampled one complex
syllable type for analysis, with at least three Wiener entropy local minima (corresponding to
distinct “notes” visible in the spectrogram of the syllable) at the endpoint of song
development.

We measured Wiener entropy minima for all occurrences of a syllable type for each day of
development (roughly 600–10,000 renditions per day). For each rendition of the syllable
type we smoothed the Wiener entropy time course using 30 ms Hanning window using the
Matlab hann() function and then detected local minima (usually 3–6 per syllable). We then
plotted histograms of Wiener entropy local minima time points and detected clusters of these
time points based on visual inspection. We called these clusters intra-syllabic events (as in
Fig. 2B). Thus, intra-syllabic events are clusters of Wiener entropy minima that consistently
appeared in a recognizable timing within a syllable. In practice, once an intra-syllabic event
could be recognized, we were usually able to track it continuously thereafter (except in a
few cases of bifurcations). We analyzed each intrasyllabic event separately during its entire
developmental time course. We used Wiener entropy as the defining feature of intra-syllabic
events, and determined time of event and mean frequency at the time of event as additional
features of intra-syllabic events.

Variability across renditions of intra-syllabic events (SDef)
Once Wiener entropy minima formed distinct clusters (intra-syllabic events, Fig. 2B) it
became possible to estimate the variability of feature values across renditions of
intrasyllabic events. As for the analysis of whole-syllable measures, mean values and
standard deviations were computed over windows of 50 consecutive renditions of events in
each cluster (intra-syllabic event). Here too, we used the Matlab detrend() function to
remove trends which might result from the natural progression of learning. To obtain daily
estimates of variability for each day we pooled the standard deviations computed across
windows as described above for whole-syllable features.

Variability was computed for each feature and for each intra-syllabic event separately –
events are defined as well-identified clusters in time with a local minima in Wiener entropy.
We denote with xwefj the values of feature f sampled at the time of such intrasyllabic events
for j=1…50 consecutive renditions in a running window w to obtain a vector

. The window of 50 samples was chosen in order to eliminate the
effect of shifting mean over a day. Note that once the time points of Wiener entropy minima
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were determined, other song features were sampled at those same time points. We then

again removed the trend from each window, , to obtain a de-trended
vector of consecutive events in window w. This vector was computed for each significant
intra-syllabic event across the syllable.

For each intra-syllabic events e and feature f, we obtained a daily estimate of variability for
the last third of the day

Local distances of intra-syllabic events from song model (Distef)
Euclidean distances for each intra-syllabic event were computed relative to the
corresponding events in the target (as noted above, Wiener entropy was used to determine
events). Distances were computed for each day using the daily means of acoustic features

where Distef is the daily local Euclidean distance from the target of a significant intra-
syllabic event e for the feature f, averaged across all windows of the last third of the day W.
These daily measures provide a time course of the local distances over development. Again,
these distances represent a bias of the birds in reproducing the target features.

To test how the developmental time courses of daily estimates of variability (SDef) and of
distance from target (Distef) might be related we computed the correlation between them,

, where correlation is determined across days of development. We
refer to this correlation as the local correlation.

Global distance of intra-syllabic events from target
To estimate Euclidean distance from the template over the entire syllable, but using the same
statistical terms, we simply calculated the mean Euclidean distance over all intra-syllabic
events within a syllable, to obtain daily estimates of the distance for the entire syllable
(global distance). The course of global distances across development was then correlated
with the time course of variability of each intra-syllabic event:

, where  is the mean of the local distances
from the target across all intra-syllabic events within a syllable (typically E=3 to 6 events

per syllable). We computed  for each song feature f and for each intra-syllabic event e
separately.

Diurnal oscillations in variability
In order to assess diurnal effect we repeated the computation of variability as above, except
that we segregated the data into the first and last thirds of the day (corresponding
approximately to morning versus evening renditions). Note that estimates of variability
obtained by our method do not depend on the alignment of syllables nor do they depend on
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the modulation of syllabic features. Highly structured syllables tend to be more modulated
while in less structured syllables acoustic features are more “flat,” which could result in
biased estimates of variability because higher diversity of vocal states (typical of highly
developed syllables) may produce higher estimates of differences between syllabic
renditions, which in turn may result in higher estimates of variability (across renditions).
Identifying intra-syllabic events circumvents this problem.

Results
Vocal exploration is confined to newly learned syllables

We first manipulated song learning so that only one part of the song would require vocal
exploration. We used an altered-target training approach (Lipkind and Tchernichovski,
2011) and included in the analysis only birds that produced a recognizable imitation of the
song models (see Materials and Methods). Juvenile zebra finches were first trained with a
source song model (AAAA) consisting of a bouts of a single syllable and once imitation was
detected, we altered the training to a target song model (ABAB), where the new syllable was
either a harmonic stack (n=6 birds) or a highly modulated syllable (B', n=4 birds).

We recorded and analyzed the entire vocal output of each bird during the transition
AAAA→ABAB, automatically segmenting the songs into syllables. The structure of each
syllable was summarized by four features: duration, mean Wiener entropy, mean frequency
and goodness of pitch (Tchernichovski et al., 2000). We then performed cluster analysis of
mean syllable features in order to identify the A and B syllable types (see Materials and
Methods). For both types of syllables A and B we started the cluster analysis on the last day
of song development and then traced the clusters back in time. The earliest day when we
could still detect the cluster of syllable B we call “appearance of B”.

Figure 1C presents an example of one bird, showing scatter plots of three syllable features
(duration versus mean goodness of pitch or Wiener entropy) in different stages of song
learning. By the time we altered the tutoring, the cluster that corresponded to syllable A
(red) was already small and dense. In contrast, the cluster that corresponded to the newly
learned syllable B (blue) was initially much larger and highly scattered. The variability
across renditions (SDsyll) of syllable B (blue cluster in Fig. 1C) then gradually decreased and
approached the variability of syllable A (Fig 1D). Similar results were obtained with the
addition of syllable B' (bottom panel).

Interestingly, there was no apparent increase in the variability of syllable A when syllable B
first appeared (Fig 1C), indicating that when the bird sang ABAB (or AB'AB') it rapidly
altered between performing a highly stereotyped and a highly variable syllable. As the
features of syllable B approached those of the target (the model syllable, indicated by the
“+” symbol in Fig. 1 C), the size of the B cluster (indicating its variability) decreased. In
other words, the distance between the centroid of the B cluster and the target (bias) tends to
decrease with the variability of the performance (Fig. 1E).

To test across birds (n=10) if variability of syllable A was affected by the appearance of
new, highly variable, syllable B, we calculated the variability (SDsyll) of both clusters during
four time periods: the last three days of source model (AAAA) training, the first three days
of target (ABAB) training, just following the appearance of syllable B, and at the end-point
(days 90–93 post-hatch). As shown in Fig. 1E, the variability across renditions (SDsyll) of
syllable A (red) did not increase after the onset of target training, nor during the three-day
period after the new, highly variable cluster B (blue circles) or B' (blue “*”symbol) emerged
(p=0.98, paired t-test) and did not differ from SDsyll at the end of development (p>0.98,
paired t-test). At the same time, SDsyll for syllable B (or B') decreased significantly across
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birds (p<0.001, paired t-test). These results indicate that when practicing the modified song,
birds can rapidly alternate between high and low acoustic variability, confining variability to
the newly added syllable.

Assessing vocal exploration at sub-syllabic time scales
The results above suggest that exploratory variability is not uniformly distributed over the
song but depends on the stage of learning for individual syllables. However, song syllables
are natural units of song production, and we wondered if a similar effect might exist even
during the continuous singing action within a syllable. With simple syllables such as
harmonic stacks this question is difficult to assess, but many song syllables (including
syllable A and B') are of complex type, with several notes and rapid transitions alternating in
time scales of a few milliseconds. Can the bird learn such intra-syllabic structures by
adaptively changing variability at sub-syllabic time scale? In other words, what are the
natural time scales of vocal exploration in song time?

To answer this question we examined song learning at the sub-syllabic level, using song
development data from randomly selected six birds trained with the altered-target training
procedure, but focusing on vocal changes within syllable A, and also in two birds trained
with a single song model. Having six imitation trajectories of syllable A allowed us to test
for possible interaction between specific intra-syllabic structures and time courses of
learning and variability across birds, and the two additional birds where used to confirm
qualitatively (over 11 intra-syllabic events in those two birds) if findings generalize to other
complex syllable types. Within each syllable, we used the time course of Wiener entropy to
identify local minima of Wiener entropy values, which indicate time points where the
syllable is most tonal. Across renditions, those minima often formed robust clusters, which
we call intra-syllabic events (see Materials and Methods).

Figure 2 demonstrates the tracking of intra-syllabic events over development. On the third
day after the onset of training, syllable A first appeared as a distinct type (identifiable cluster
in feature space as in Fig. 1C). Three to seven days later, intra-syllabic events gradually
appeared (Fig. 2A, B; Day 6). This pattern was observed in all eight birds: syllable types
appeared 3.2±2.1 days (means and SD) after the onset of training while intra-syllabic events
appeared 7.6±3.1 days after the training onset. This delay suggests a hierarchical process,
where coarse structures (at the syllabic level) consolidate prior to the fine structures (at the
sub-syllabic level). As illustrated in Figure 2B, once identified, intra-syllabic events can be
tracked continuously over song development (except for bifurcations).

To visualize an example of the detailed relationship between variability and distance from
target we plotted them against each other as shown for one syllable in Figure 3A, B.
Distances of Wiener entropy and mean frequency were computed in reference to the end-
point (Fig. 3A) and also in reference to the song model (Fig. 3B). As shown, in all intra-
syllabic events, variability decreased during development, but at different rates. For most
events there was an association between the distance from the song model (or from the end-
point) and the level of variability (see also Fig. 3C). For example, looking at Fig. 3B, for
events 1 and 6, the initial variability was high in both, but in event 1 variability and distance
from target decreased substantially in approximately five days, whereas in event 6
variability and distances both remained at high levels for about 20 days. Another interesting
case is event 3, which bifurcated after 10 days into events 4 and 5. Note that event 4 was
initially closer to the target and also of lower variability than event 5. Figure 3C shows the
same data on a scatter plot, where colors indicate individual intra-syllabic events.
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Vocal exploration correlates with local distance from the target on a sub-syllabic time
scale

We wondered if the magnitude of vocal exploration differs across intra-syllabic events and if
so, whether different time courses of variability might mirror differences in the learning
pace of different intra-syllabic events, i.e. whether decrease in distance from the target
drives adaptive decrease in variability separately for each event. To test for this we
computed the Euclidean distances of centroids of intra-syllabic events (i.e., centroids of
Wiener entropy minima clusters as in Fig. 2B) from the corresponding events in the target
(the position of these events in the target is indicated in Fig. 2B by “+” symbol). We call
these distance estimates local distances and computed them for each feature separately
(Distef, see Materials and Methods). We then examined if the local distance can explain the
local variability (SDef,) better than the global distance, which is the average Euclidian
distance of intra-syllabic events within the syllable. Note that the global distance should
provide a more stable estimate of distance compared to individual local distances it is
composed of, and therefore by default should provide slightly better correlations. We then
computed the time course of global distance across development, and correlated it with the
time course of variability for each intra-syllabic event, for each feature, (SDef). This

estimate, , was then compared to the correlation between the local distance and

variability of intra-syllabic events, . In sum, we test if the variability in each intra-
syllabic event correlates better with its own distance from the target then with the overall
distance from the target (calculated over all the sub-syllabic events within that syllable).

Figure 4A shows plots of  vs. , for Wiener entropy, mean frequency and time
position. The data include all identified intra-syllabic events across all birds (n=41 intra-
syllabic events from 8 birds). Measures of intra-syllabic events within a syllable cannot be
considered as independent samples. Therefore, for the purpose of statistical testing, we
computed median correlations across intra-syllabic events for each bird (across 3–6 events

constituting one syllable), to obtain a single statistical estimate per bird, i.e. median  and

median  per bird. Statistical analysis was restricted to differences from the song model,
and differences from the endpoint are presented only for qualitative inspection . Variability
was significantly more correlated with local distance than with global distance in all song
features tested: Wiener entropy (p= 0.015) mean frequency (p= 0.04) and time points (p=
0.044, paired, two-tailed t-test; n=8 birds). The effect was similar across the 11 intra-syllabic
events analyzed for the two birds trained with a natural song model, and across the 31 events

analyzed for syllable A in the other six birds: in both groups of birds the average  was

higher than the average . For Wiener entropy, in the group trained with the natural

model average  and average  (n=11 events); in the group trained with

syllable A average local  and average  (n=30 events).

Comparing results in reference to song model and in reference to end-points (Fig. 4A top
versus bottom) shows similar effects, but negative correlations were more frequent when
variability is compared to the distance from the song model. Interestingly, in those cases the
bird had first reached the model values, but then continued with vocal changes further away
from the model, perhaps actively diverging from the model (Tchernichovski and Nottebohm,
1998).

We next examined if changes in variability (SDef) and local distance occurred
simultaneously within the one-day time resolution of our study. To test for this, we
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computed correlations introducing lags between distance and variability (cross-correlations,
Figure 4B). We found that there was no significant deviation of correlations from lag=0
(p>0.5, paired t-test), indicating that changes are indeed simultaneous within the one-day
time resolution analyzed.

An alternative explanation to our findings would be that perhaps certain song elements in a
particular syllable are both easier to learn and faster to stabilize (regardless of learning). If
this was the case, then the order in which intra-syllabic events are learned would be
conserved for a particular syllable. Six out of eight birds used for analysis of intra-syllabic
events were trained with the same syllable A. Therefore, in order to test for this possibility
we compared the learning of four equivalent intra-syllabic events in six birds that were
trained with the same target syllable (A). We assessed the rate of learning of each intra-
syllabic event by computing the overall change in distance from the song model (local
distance), and calculating the developmental time when the event reached half of this
distance (learning duration). ANOVA of these learning durations showed no significant
difference between the intra-syllabic events (p=0.124; F=2.25; across n=4 events in 6 birds).
This analysis does not have the power to exclude the possibility that the rate of learning
might still depend on the features of specific intra-syllabic events, but the lack of evidence
to such an effect make it unlikely that it is still strong enough to explain our results, and
therefore, the only correlation that holds is the one between the local distance and
variability.

Taken together these results indicate that the changes in local variability are best explained
by the local distance from the model, suggesting that birds can evaluate the distance locally,
at short time scales of no more than 20–50 ms, and maintain high exploratory variability
primary in those intra-syllabic events where local distance is high. It is particularly
interesting that variability not only of spectral features but also of time points was better
correlated with local distance (of timing) than with global timing distance, which suggests
that time-jitter of intra-syllabic events is locally gated within a developing syllable.

Morning song is more variable than afternoon song
In the analyses thus far, with daily units taken from the afternoon and evening songs,
developmental time courses of distance and variability were often monotonic. However,
previous investigations have shown that during periods of rapid learning, there are strong
diurnal oscillations in song structure, such that the morning song is less structured and less
similar to the song model (Derégnaucourt et al., 2005). We would predict that if a bird can
adaptively change the magnitude of variability, the morning song, which is less similar to
the model, should be more variable than the afternoon song. But a previous study (Miller et
al., 2010) showed that syllables become more, rather than less, variable after daily practice
(comparing morning to afternoon songs). We therefore performed a similar analysis, but
instead of examining variability at the syllable level, we computed variability of intra-
syllabic events (SDef). As shown in Figure 5A, B, variability of intra-syllabic events (Wiener
entropy and their timing) is significantly higher in the mornings than late afternoons, which
is consistent with the hypothesis that young birds can increase or decrease variability
adaptively. Note that both, spectral noise within syllables and variability between syllabic
renditions of intra-syllabic events (SDef) are higher during morning singing (Fig. 5B).
Therefore, the higher variability in the afternoon song reported by Miller et al (2010) is
probably an outcome of higher diversity in the mean values of intra-syllabic events within a
syllable (an effect that we see in our data). At the low level, however, the morning song
appears to be more variable than the afternoon song.
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Discussion
Using a measurement strategy that brings the time-scale of behavioral measurement as close
as possible to the time-scale of singing-related neural activity during song learning, we
presented behavioral evidence that the forebrain circuitry, underlying the production of
learned song syllables, can rapidly switch functional states between `exploratory' and
`performance' modes.

We studied variability across renditions of song elements (syllables and intra-syllabic
events) and found that it is associated with the local requirements for vocal exploration.
During late song development, when variability is low, adding a new syllable to the model
triggered high variability confined to the new syllable. A similar effect was observed at the
continuous singing action within a syllable. Therefore, the transitions from a highly variable
(juvenile-like) to stereotyped (mature-like) song are, in general, asynchronous in song time,
even across song elements only several milliseconds apart.

For each intra-syllabic event, the change in variability observed over development could be
explained by local deviation (local distance) from the model, with global distance (across all
intra-syllabic events within a syllable) showing significantly weaker correlation. This effect
was observed across such relatively independent song features as timing, mean frequency
and Wiener entropy. We interpret these results as evidence that, at least in some respects, the
juvenile bird segments its continuous singing behavior into discrete parts that can be learned
separately by computing local vocal errors and thus regulating local exploratory variability.

We focus the discussion on three questions raised by our findings: How might the local
control of vocal exploration relate to the sensitive period for song learning? What
implication might the putative computation of local vocal error have on song learning
theory? What neuronal mechanisms could explain the different levels of variability across
song elements?

Piecemeal transition from variable to stereotyped song
Zebra finches rapidly lose their song learning abilities with age and with learning as their
song turns from variable to stereotyped (Morrison and Nottebohm, 1993; Boettiger and
Doupe, 2001), but they nevertheless retain some plasticity into adulthood. The minor
residual variability in song features across renditions, that persists even in stereotyped song
syllables, is still accessible to negative reinforcement learning (avoidance learning), and can
be used to train birds to shift the fundamental frequency of a targeted syllable up or down
(Tumer and Brainard, 2007; Andalman and Fee, 2009). Further, micro-stimulating the AFP
(which generates vocal exploration) can trigger highly localized and specific vocal changes
in the song of adult birds (Kao et al., 2005). However, even prolonged training of adult birds
which succeeded to shift their fundamental frequency did not induce any increments in
variability in the targeted syllables (Tumer and Brainard, 2007). Therefore, it is possible to
train adult birds to change song features using their residual exploratory variability, but only
in small steps, suggesting that the developmental transition from high to low variability
cannot be easily reversed.

These findings are reminiscent of the results by Knudsen with adaptive adjustment of
auditory orienting behavior in response to displacing-prisms in barn owl (Knudsen and
Knudsen, 1989). Juvenile owls can calibrate their auditory map to adjust for large angular
error in their visual field, but adult owls can only adapt to small errors and thus only learn in
small steps (Knudsen and Knudsen, 1990). In the adult owl, the ability to adaptively rotate
the auditory map is constrained by a sensitive period, possibly at the level of neuronal
anatomy or synaptic weights, in auditory neurons in optic tectum (Knudsen and Knudsen,
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1985). Analogously, in songbirds it is the range of active vocal exploration that constrains
learning (Tumer and Brainard, 2007). Vocal exploration in juvenile birds provides a broader
range of usable song elements than the adult song, due to stronger variability within and
across renditions and stronger diurnal oscillation in song structure (Derégnaucourt et al.,
2005).

One interpretation of our results could be that different parts of the song consolidate
independently based, at least in part, on local vocal error. Thus regulation of exploratory
variability could be a passive rather than active process. We do not know which of the two
hypotheses is correct but an independent consolidation of song parts based on local error
seems sufficient to explain the rapid transitions in variability we observed. Imagine walking
through a corridor while looking outside via windows with variably sized openings: each
time we cross a narrow window we are forced to look at the same image, but while crossing
a wide-open window we have a range of images to choose from. Consequently, variability in
the position of our eyes changes quickly as we walk by the windows, although the opening
width of each window remains unchanged. By analogy, the rapid transitions we observed
between variable and stereotyped song elements do not imply that the range of variability
within each song element can be changed actively (for example, by injecting more noise to
song elements where performance is far from the target, see `hypotheses about neuronal
mechanisms' below).

Implications for song learning theory
Computing global vocal error might suffice, in principle, to allow for song learning (Fiete et
al., 2007), but this would entail that the parts of the song that a bird has already mastered
receive the same amount of exploration as do other parts where the difference from the
target is greater (either in acoustic features or in timing). The current results suggest instead
that vocal error is computed locally in time. We hypothesize that the bird partitions its
performance into several discrete events, and change the range of exploratory variability
independently in each time slice. The Fiete et al. model should work either way, but one
would expect that information from local vocal error, if available, should accelerate
learning.

Putting articulatory dynamics aside, partitioning the continuous action could reduce the
complexity of the song learning task. Although partitioning the learning of a continuous
action into discrete tasks is sometimes considered unrealistic (Doya, 2000), the overall
number of distinct song elements (syllables and notes) in a zebra finch song ranges only
from 5 to 20. Consider for example the learning of 10 song elements, each with 10 possible
acoustic states. Assuming that the bird learns notes one by one, and notes do not interfere
with each other, then the bird needs to learn 10 tasks of 10 states (100 possible states).
However, if the error estimate is only available globally, than the bird would have to select
among 1010 possible states (regardless of the precision of the error computation). Analytic
results for a number or stochastic and deterministic algorithms confirm that the learning
speed improves with lower dimensionality (Werfel et al, 2005).

Taking articulatory dynamics into account, however, can complicate matters, since
manipulating one intra-syllabic event could affect the acoustic states of neighboring events,
and undo the learning. In this respect, learning coarse song structure prior to the learning of
fine structure could potentially decrease such interactions and facilitate learning. There is
evidence that coarse articulatory states are learned prior to fine states (Méndez et al., 2010).
The current results further support this view, since syllables types (clusters) became
detectable in our data a few days prior to the appearance of robust intra-syllabic events. This
raises the possibility that during song development the bird shifts not only from high to low
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variability within each vocal state, but also from computing coarse errors over long time
windows, to computing fine errors in narrower windows.

Hypotheses about neuronal mechanisms
Previous studies have shown that the anterior forbrain pathway (AFP) plays a critical role in
song learning (Bottjer et al., 1984; Scharff and Nottebohm, 1991; Brainard and Doupe,
2000) and in the maintenance of song plasticity in adult animals (Brainard and Doupe,
2001). During early song production (Aronov et al., 2008) AFP is the primary source of
variable song patterns (sub-song). Later on, control gradually shifts to HVC and the primary
role of AFP becomes that of “injecting” noise into stereotyped song patterns produced by
HVC (Olveczky et al., 2005), enabling the animal to explore different acoustic states during
the period of song learning. Our findings suggest that during song development the
magnitude of vocal exploration is regulated locally, in part based on local error. This would
imply either that AFP can adjust the gain of vocal exploration in fine time scales, or that the
responsiveness to either AFP or HVC input in the downstream premotor neurons (RA) is
dependent on song state. Interestingly, in juvenile birds, an increase in HVC activity is
associated with vocal stability, while decrements in HVC activity are associated with vocal
variability (Day et al., 2008). Therefore, an alternative scenario to modulation in AFP
activity is that HVC activity increases with learning independently for each vocal element.

For AFP to be able to adjust the gain of its output properly during singing, it needs to
“know” the exact song time. This timing information could be provided to AFP via the HVC
area X-projecting neurons. Although previous studies showed that lesions to area X, which
should block this information, have no obvious immediate effect on song structure or on the
magnitude of noise (Goldberg and Fee, 2011), it is possible nevertheless that fine
modulation in vocal exploration might be gated by area X (Kojima and Doupe, 2009), or
that AFP has other means of generating a song-time dependent signal.

Alternatively, our results could be explained by differential sensitivity of RA premotor
neurons to AFP input across song elements. Each premotor RA neuron receives input from
several HVC and AFP neurons (Mooney and Konishi, 1991). Variability in weights across
those connections could, in theory, result in song-state dependent sensitivity of RA neurons
to AFP input.

Disambiguating between these hypotheses could be attempted by training a bird with our
AAAA->ABAB paradigm and testing the effect of micro-stimulation from AFP during
singing of either syllable A or B, once the highly variable B syllable appears. Such a
stimulation should cause brief vocal changes that are song-time specific (Kao et al., 2005).
The prediction is that if the sensitivity of RA neurons to AFP input is higher for the new
syllable (B), such stimulation would have a stronger effect if delivered during performance
of B. Alternatively, recording from LMAN should show increased activity or less inter-
hemispheric synchrony (Wang et al., 2008) when singing B.
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Figure 1.
Vocal exploration is confined to newly added syllables. A, The AAAA→ABAB altered
target training procedure. B, Spectral derivatives (sonograms) showing the source and target
song models. C, Scatter plots of syllable features (goodness of pitch vs. duration and Wiener
entropy vs. duration in the same bird). The red cluster corresponds to syllable A and the blue
cluster to syllable B (unmodulated version). The “+” symbol indicates the position of the
target syllable B. D, Variability (SDsyll) of syllables A and B across development. Examples
from two birds trained with unmodulated B (top) or highly modulated B' (bottom) shows
combined variability of four syllable features (SDsyll, see Methods and materials). The sizes
of circles are proportional to the Euclidian distance from the target (bias). E, Variability
(SDsyll) of syllables A and B (or B') across birds (n=10) for the following periods: before
introducing syllable B (or B') (days −3 to 0 of target training), just after the onset of training
with syllable B (or B') (days 1 to 3 of target training), just following the appearance of
syllable B (or B'), and at the end-point (days 85–95 post-hatch). Six birds were trained with
unmodulated B (circles) and four birds were trained with highly modulated version of B (B')
(stars). The sizes of circles and stars are proportional to the distance from target (bias). Note,
the variability of A cluster does not change significantly after the appearance of B (or B')
(p>0.98), while variability of B (or B') drops significantly (p<0.003, single-tailed t-test).
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Figure 2.
Time courses of changes in variability within a syllable. A, Sonogram of a developing
syllable from its first appearance (Day 3) until its consolidation (Day 45). Arrows point to
approximate locations of the intra-syllabic events identified. Note that on Day 3 we could
not yet identify any intra-syllabic events. B, Identified intra-syllabic events can be traced
across trials. The blue curve represents Wiener entropy traces averaged across 50 syllables.
Intra-syllabic events are shown as colored clusters. Each point in the clusters represents a
Wiener entropy minimum. In two of the clusters (blue and yellow) the entropy minima were
so subtle that they are not always visible in the averaged curve. Overall, the intra-syllabic
events become less variable as the clusters get smaller. (The variability of the red cluster,
however, seems to increase on day 22.) Note that at day 3 we can identify syllabic types but
Wiener entropy minima (black circles) do not form intra-syllabic events (clusters) until day
6. The “+” symbol represents the position of corresponding intra-syllabic events in the target
syllable. C, Developmental time courses of variability (SDef) for all identified intra-syllabic
events. Variability decreases across all intra-syllabic events but this decrease is
asynchronous.
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Figure 3.
Variability decreases when intra-syllabic events reach their targets. A, Across development,
variability of significant events decreases near their local end-points. Color of circles
corresponds to SDef and size represents the Euclidian distance of intra-syllabic events from
their end-points. B, The same variability data as in A is presented with the Euclidian
distance from the corresponding intra-syllabic event in the song model. C, Scatter plots of
SDef vs. distance from song model for Wiener entropy (left) and mean frequency (right).
Different colors represent individual intra-syllabic events.
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Figure 4.
Variability of intra-syllabic events is better correlated with local than with global distance.
A, We correlated time courses of variability (SDef) of intra-syllabic events, for each feature

separately, with their local distance to obtain  and with global distance to obtain 
The errors were computed for Euclidian distances from both end-point (top) and the song

model (bottom). Local and global correlates (  and ) were computed for all intra-
syllabic events, across 8 birds, separately for each feature. Local correlates are significantly
greater than global correlates for all three song features (see text). For visualization, we
denoted non-significant correlations by blue “+” symbols. The bars present mean and s.e.m
for correlations with local (black) and global (red) correlations. B, Histograms of lags of
intra-syllabic events. Exploratory variability changes simultaneously with local distance. We
computed cross-correlations of local distance and exploratory variability (SDef) for all intra-
syllabic events across all eight birds studied. Histograms of lags were computed for each of
the three song features (Wiener entropy, mean frequency and time-positions). In every
feature the highest number of intra-syllabic events had lag of zero. There was no significant
deviation (p>0.5, paired t-test) from lag=0 in any song feature.
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Figure 5.
Variability of intra-syllabic events tends to be higher in the morning than later in the day. A,
Developmental time courses of variability (SDef) were computed for each intra-syllabic
event, from samples taken in the morning and were compared to the time courses of
variability (SDef) of the same intra-syllabic event but sampled during late afternoons. In two
song features (Wiener entropy and time points) variability was significantly higher in the
morning than in the afternoon (p<0.001 for Wiener entropy and p=0.02 for time points). For
mean frequency the difference between morning and afternoon variability was not
significant (p=0.14). B, Sonograms of the same syllable type recorded in the morning (left)
and late afternoon of the same day (right). Note that there is more spectral noise in the
morning sonogram (AM) in comparison to the late afternoon sonogram (PM). Above the
sonograms plots of intra-syllabic events are presented (as in Fig. 2B). Note that clusters
(intra-syllabic events) are bigger in the morning (left) than in the afternoon (right). This
indicates that both, noise within a syllable and variability between syllabic renditions are
higher during morning singing.
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